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Abstract

Covid-19 can be transmitted through human, infected surfaces, and from infected areas. The spreading nature of the
virus has formed an incredulity in communities. The involvement of different stakeholders in the pharmaceutical
supply chain raised the fear of infections among workers. A sudden rise in the demand for medical equipment and
some medicine has increased the black marketing and counterfeit of medicine. This study aimed to propose the
Blockchain-Internet of things that enabled the pharmaceutical supply chain through a literature review process. The
developed framework will help in maintaining trust among stakeholders. It would improve the visibility, transparency
and privacy of medical essentials and data. The adoption of technologies will reduce the direct involvement of workers
can reduce the chances of infections. The framework has several other advantages for the proper control and
management of the COVID-19. The implementation of these technologies would help to enhance the essential medical
services by the logistics network.
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1. Introduction

The COVID 19 or SARS-CoV-2 virus outbreak infected nearly all nations and has had a major impact on available
Health and recovery services. The healthcare sector is exploring emerging technology to track and regulate this
epidemic outbreak. There is a necessity to introduce the application of new technologies to address issues associated
with the corona outbreak. Industry 4.0 that was introduced in 2011 (Xu et al. 2018), evolved as a successful platform
for technologies used to combine and develop multiple processes, both internal and external, to the organizations. It
consists of sophisticated IT and engineering technologies to fulfill the specific needs in a very short period. The various
component of Industry 4.0 like cyber-physical system (CPS), internet of things (IoT), big data, artificial intelligence
(AI) etc. has the capability for strengthening the health care and treatment process of COVID-19 epidemic.
World health organizations declared COVID-19 as a global pandemic as it is spreading rapidly to the entire world and
causing a threat to human existence (WHO 2020). At the time of writing, there is no medicine available to avoid
coronavirus. CDC (2020) issued a list of guidelines that may help in preventing the spread of the virus. The major
prevention technique is to avoid contact with the people who is sick. To stop the spread of coronavirus, many countries
across the globe implemented complete lockdown in the country and closed all the borders. The travel restrictions and
lockdown rules result in a sudden rise in demand for essentials like gloves, sanitizers, face masks, and a ventilator
disrupted the supply chain. In a developing country like India, with a citizenry of 1.34 billion people, the available
health facilities already have faced interoperability and serviceability issues that are further overstretched due to the
COVID-19 outbreak. With 4,620,124 active cases worldwide (Worldometer 2020), the health system of every country
is facing major challenges in tracking and keeping records of every individual. Due to limited capacities and traditional
working culture, of the pharmaceutical supply chain are add on in the problem of crisis. The supply chain is facing
problems of the worker shortage, worker securities, privacy of product and shortage of medical essentials. There is
also widespread problem regarding poor health services, ineffective monitoring, inappropriate lab capability and
restricted health care facilities. So, now it became extremely difficult to manage infected people with limited resources,
and with limited supply of essential. Singer (2020) raises the question of survival as this pandemic may result in a
major economic downfall. Every country is struggling for a realistic and low-cost approach to tackle the issues that
are occurring in different ways. Kumar et al. (2018) have explained different Industry 4.0 technologies and their
advantages in solving the issues of uncertainties and supply chain risk. Ivanov (2020) suggested that the use of modern
technologies has the capability to tackle the ongoing coronavirus crisis. Issues like lack of trust in data sharing, product
visibilities, authentication of health essentials and miscommunication of information in health care industries need to
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be solved at earliest to reduce the impact of COIVD-19. Kyhlstedt and Wamala (2020) have mentioned the importance
of technologies to ensure the effectiveness, security, safety, and in accessing the suitable information during COVID19. Technologies like blockchain and IoT have already gained attention in the field of manufacturing and logistics for
improving trust and visibilities. This study is carried out with the aim to explore the benefits of integrated
pharmaceutical supply chain (PSC) with blockchain and IoT to deal with situations like COVID-19.
With the mentioned aim, further work is organized into four sections. Section 2 explained the background of the health
care supply chain and the application of integrated blockchain and IoT. In section 3 proposed framework is presented,
and the conclusion of the study is briefed in section 4.

2. Background

Recently, the healthcare supply chain has grabbed the attention of academics and government officials as one of the
key systems to reduce healthcare costs and improve the services. With the increasing use of communications
technologies, information flows are becoming easy to manage. Technologies development has made it possible for
organizations to gather vast quantities of data, which needs a new area of management and helps in better forecasting
for providing services in critical situations (Kwon et al. 2016). Mandal (2018) explained that health care supply chains
must emphasize efficient resource management to ensure maximum efficiency which might support the supply chain
companies in responding with considerable speed to their patient needs.

2.1. Pharmaceutical supply chain (PSC) and epidemic outbreak

The literature related to the impact of the epidemic outbreak on PSC is scared. It can be viewed as a research gap that
may give researchers several opportunities to develop further literature in this domain. A typical PSC network is
represented as shown in figure1. This section describes some scant details about PSC and epidemic outbreak while
fulfilling the demand of medical essentials from manufactures to distributor/warehouse or from distributor/warehouse
to hospitals/retail stores.

Figure 1. Pharmaceutical supply chain
Shah (2004) explained the low manufacturing velocity and lack of quality checking equipment were the major issues
faced by PSC that lowered the responsiveness during uncertain events. Enyinda & Tolliver (2009) defined the
pharmaceutical supply chain as a channel by which medicines have been shipped at the appropriate place and at the
proper time. Kaufmann et al. (2011) suggested establishing the regional warehouses and build a good transportation
system to deal with and to prepare for pandemic situations. It was proposed to increase the use of technology to
improve forecasting, to reduce the complexity of the distribution system, and to utilize the resources effectively.
Lemmens et al. (2016) reported demand fulfillment, flexibility, responsiveness, resource utilization, quality of vaccine
and reliability were the major technical issues that arise during an epidemic outbreak. It was also mentioned that these
issues arise due to transportation disruption, slow vaccine supply, medicine availability, a low inventory level of
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medical equipment and unreliable facilities. Lawrence et al. (2020) mentioned that during the time of the pandemic,
the demand for products rises sharply as compared to the existing capacity that resulted in the failure of the
pharmaceutical supply chain. Scaling up PSC to meet demand growth efficiently and sustainably would be a challenge
as it is not easy to plan and make strategic decisions in unstable situations like COVID-19 due to a highly uncertain
environment (Ethelbhert et al., 2020; Marin-Garcia et al., 2020). Ivanov (2020b) suggested improving agility,
resilience, and sustainability of SC by designing an integrated visible SC network to match the demand-supply. In the
analysis of literature Golan et al. (2020) reveals that the disruption caused by the outbreak of coronavirus clearly
showed the lack of resilience and visibility in PSC. Gurvich & Hussain (2020) claimed that the use of outdated
technologies in the supply chain is the major issue faced by health care industries. After the COVID-19 outbreak,
there is various research work published in few months that suggesting the use of technologies like Industry 4.0, IoT,
AI, Blockchain etc. can help in fighting against coronavirus and will help to ensure the security and safety of health
care workers. Readers can go through these articles for further detail Celesti et al.(2020), Javaid et al. (2020), Parekh
et al. (2020), Pratap et al. (2020), Rahman et al. (2020), Vaishya et al. (2020).

2.2. Application of integrated BC-IoT

Study-related to the digitization of hospitals and smart hospitals are becoming more popular after the introduction of
the concept of Industry 4.0. Although these technologies are considered as expensive for the medical sector (Visconti
and Morea 2020), the dynamic concept of these technologies can strengthen stakeholder partnerships. It can be
reconfigured across emerging networks to maximize patient-centered service and profitability. Integration of
Blockchain and the internet of things (IoT) ensure the security of PSC. Integrated blockchain-IoT can enable trust,
transparency and visibility by tracking the material from the origin to end customers (Kshetri 2017). In the
pharmaceutical supply chain, blockchain technology can be used to deal with the security and supply of fake medicine
by transferring information between different stakeholders (Mackey and Nayyar 2017). BC and IoT act as a
complementary technology for each other as the integration of these two technologies help in dealing with the
shortcoming of PSC like transparency, scalability, visibility, audibility and immutability (Panarello et al. 2018).
Despite the advantages of smart contracts and real-time trackability, the parameters like information transaction
capabilities, data security/privacy, corrupted data are still the major issues that restrict the integration of BC-IoT
(Reyna et al. 2018). In a study by Banerjee (2019), an integrated blockchain-IoT framework was reported as the most
effective solution for SC challenges. BC-IoT integration will improve the performance by managing systems,
resources and investments (Pundir et al. 2019). It was also reported that the integrated blockchain-IoT enabled supply
chain network will improve the scalability, reliability, transparency, and visibility. Meng et al. (2020) reported various
applications of integrated blockchain-IoT in building smart cities concept and improving services. Jiang et al. (2020)
explained the application of blockchain and IoT in the transportation sector. IoT enabled vehicles can provide the
location-based security of data and shipment. Real-time online tracking of vehicles and pre-defined data access
locations will provide extra privacy and trust among supply chain players. Mhaisen et al. (2020) explained the
application of integrated blockchain and IoT that facilitates human-less fund transfer and data analysis. The proposed
framework can also learn the stakeholder's behaviors and it can also present the data analysis and suggestions based
on new trend of customers. Farouk et al. (2020) proposed a blockchain and IoT enabled platform for healthcare sector.
Research pointed out the use of blockchain in the healthcare sector would help to monitor the confidentiality and
privacy, promote patient-centric treatment, document and monitor customized medication, develop strategies where
healthcare providers can share their views on patient history and knowledge with various parties and so on.

3. Proposed pharmaceutical supply chain network

Based on the process and issues explained in the literature, a new PSC network is proposed by integrating blockchain
and IoT. The benefits of integrating blockchain-IoT for PSC are listed in table 1 with major steps involved during the
supply of medical essentials. Apart from the mentioned benefits in table 1, the integrated PSC enabled the resource
allotment and inventory pooling among shareholders (Jayaraman et al. 2019). The integrated framework is presented
in figure 2.
Table 1. Benefits of integrating blockchain-IoT
Activity in PSC
Manufacturing
product

of

Blockchain
Registration of product with
unique id and generation of a new
block with product id on the
blockchain network

IoT
Product id is scanned and
transferred to the cloud

Benefits
Transparency,
Trust,
Product details and data
security
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Transported
to
distributor/ warehouse

Generation of smart contract
block,
Verification
of
manufacturer’s
contract,
generation of transaction id,
product id and block id
verification

Path tracking and product
id verification
GPS and smart devices
(camera,
sensors,
temperature control, etc.)
enabled truck

Received
distribution
center/warehouse

Verification of contract of the
supplier, transaction id, product
id, and block id

Track the location of the
product and update the
specified
quantity
(information is stored in
the cloud)
Helps in continuous
tracking of products till it
reaches to the final
customers

at

Distribution
center/warehouse to
retailers /hospitals

Enabled the verification
product id and order id

of

Visibility, Tractability,
Reliability, Quality
tracking, Transparency,
Trust, Immutability

Modern technologies are considered an innovative way of monitoring the health care industry during major
uncertainties and health issues. IoT is being used for excellent alternatives to satisfy the essential criteria for
counteracting the consequences of the coronavirus outbreak. The collective impact of IoT and associated emerging
technology could influence early intervention of infections and avoid the transmission of zoonotic infectious diseases,
like COVID-19, if possible precautions are adopted to improve and optimize the data. Figure 2 is representing the
blockchain-IoT empowered supply chain network where all the stakeholders and medical devices are connected
through the internet to back-track any kind of issues. Whenever any critical issues get reported, the integrated system
will automatically convey the message to the concerned stakeholder (Pratap et al. 2020). Blockchain assures the trust

Figure 2. Blockchain- IoT enabled pharmaceutical supply chain
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in products by providing each transaction details of shipments while IoT gives access to associated parties with a
certain protocol. This would help in tracking any kind of fraud at any level of the supply chain. It will improve the
visibility of products in the supply chain network. Formation of the block for each transaction with IoT protocol will
solve the issues of stakeholders about the data security and visibility. The developed framework will restrict the access
of data to too many people involved in the supply chain. It also provides the different contract information between
different stakeholders to make the supply and demand of products more authentic. Complete implementation of
blockchain technology and IoT in the pharmaceutical supply chain will help in forming smart contracts to protect the
rights of each stakeholder. The use of blockchain-IoT will eliminate the third parties by giving data access to only
stakeholders to ensure security and privacy (Viriyasitavat et al., 2019). Once the pharmaceutical organization
registered under a blockchain-enabled supply chain, the history of products from the time of manufacturing to the time
of shipment can be easily traced. The data can be accessed through IoT by stakeholders from anywhere and cannot be
edited or modified. This will help in reducing the risk of falsification and improve the quality of medicine and medical
equipment (Celesti et al., 2020). Pharmaceutical warehouses and hospitals can be designed like smart warehouses or
smart houses. A smart warehouse or smart hospital ensures security and authentication. IoT network of hospitals or
warehouses can be built with three layers of security: “equipment,” “gateway,” and “cloud,” while blockchain can be
used at the second layer (gateway) for data security and integrity (Lee et al., 2020). In order to access any data available
on the cloud stakeholders need a unique gateway id for verification purposes. Blockchain-IoT enabled PSC will also
help in data collection and efficient data management. There may be many challenges to implement and integrate
these technologies together but the integrated technologies will enhance the credibility of medical products and will
help in reducing the counterfeit of medicine. Adoption of blockchain technology and IoT in PSC also facilitates the
smartphones and smart band for tracking the medical supplies, keeping the record of supply and demand of healthcare
essentials. It would be used for analyzing the medical behavior of the patient through the data stored on the cloud. The
analysis of data may provide the improved forecasting for medical equipment and for specific medicine as per their
uses. As per the stored data, the integrated framework will provide the location-based requirement of medical
essentials that would ease the distribution processes and resource allocation.

4. Conclusion
With globalization, the global supply chain becomes more complex and interconnected. The bottleneck at one place
may cause a series of hurdles in the logistics network. The quarantine program and limited movement around the
world to stop the transmission of the virus have put the logistics network at hold. This has created a sudden rise in
demand for essentials that are causing the supply and demand disruption (Prateek & Ratnesh, 2020). As technology
is playing an efficient role in other sectors, we have proposed a blockchain- IoT enabled pharmaceutical Supply Chain
to deal with situations like COVID-19. The proposed framework is backed by (Kuamr & Pundir, 2019) that illustrated
the provide visibility, transparency, and reliability in the supply chain through integrated blockchain-IoT. Although
the adoption may cause a financial burden on healthcare, this would be effective for long term return on investment.
The acceptance of technologies would also help in reducing the workforce in the logistics sector that will reduce the
fear of the spread of the virus. Apart from these technologies AI, CPS, bigdata, GPS etc may bring fundamental change
in coming future in health services. Future of health sectors depend on the development of “mHealth” and “eHealth”
services and involvement of every individauls through mobile communication. Research related to mobile
communication has already started appearing in the database . Mashamba-thompson and Crayton (2020) have
developed an AI-blockchain based framework that can be liked to mobile application and serve the society in a much
effective way. The future of research would be based on the integration of technologies to improve the performance
of the different systems (Pundir et al., 2019). Identification of different barriers and enablers for implementing an
integrated framework in PSC will also provide good insights into a strategic planner for better adoption of these
technologies. Scalability is still a major issue for integrating different technologies (Novo, 2018) that need the attention
of research communities to solve the practical problem of implementation.
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